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It was a bowl of spiritual rice!

Alex was slightly shocked. Recalling the grain planted in the flower pot at the time, he had seen it sprout but
he felt that the growth period was quite slow. At least, it was much slower than the growth period of the frosty
octagon flower.

The frosty octagon flower bloomed within a night. The rice had been planted for a week before the first grain
could grow out.

To his surprise, Dorothy actually grew so many spiritual grains after he let her take it back for cultivation.

It was indeed a spiritual grain.

Moreover, based on the memory inherited from the Ultimate Book of Medicine, this spiritual grain’s grade
was not low, it was the spiritual grain of three tribulations. What did it mean? It meant that this kind of
spiritual grain gathered the essence of heaven and earth as well as the fortune of the mortal realm.

Unacceptable by Heaven and Earth, divine tribulation would definitely be brought upon it… Furthermore, it
was three divine tribulations. In other words, these spiritual grains were existence that had survived three
divine tribulations.

Alex did not know whether the legend in the Ultimate Book of Medicine was credible, or perhaps he had seen
it wrongly.

However, the density of the essence exuded from this bowl of spiritual rice made his entire body feel very
comfortable. He enjoyed it very much by breathing it in.

“Wife, how did you grow so many grains in such a short time?” Alex asked.

“Is this called spiritual rice?” Dorothy blinked her eyes.

“Yes, it is! Come, have a sit. Let me tell you, this rice is very rare. It is a true treasure. Martial practitioners
will receive unexpected effects after consuming it. You… How much did you eat? How do you feel?” Alex
immediately asked.

Dorothy replied, “I ate a small half-bowl of it. But, other than its fragrance, I don’t feel anything!”

Alex immediately held her slender hand and used essence to check her aura. As a result, it turned out to be
normal.

There was no slightest fluctuation in the essence, as if it had disappeared without a trace.

He was greatly disappointed.

Looking at Dorothy, he was conflicted as he thought, ‘What kind of stubborn physique does Dorothy have?
How could someone so pretty like her be unable to gather a tiny bit of spiritual power? Even a pig should have
grown a bit after eating half a bowl of rice of three tribulations.’

Dorothy seemed to be irritated by his gaze. “What is it? Are you starting to dislike me already?”

Alex immediately replied, “No, how could I? You could help me to grow these many spiritual grains, that
would be the greatest help to me.”

Dorothy snorted and said, “Hurry and eat it while it’s hot.”

“Sure!”

The essence would evaporate when it was left out for too long.

Alex immediately consumed only the rice without any dishes. He finished the entire bowl of spiritual rice…
He felt the essence overflowing in his mouth, there was fragrance in his teeth and lips. After consuming it, the
permeating essence in his stomach was instantly converted into a pure source of spiritual power, pounding on
his internal organs.

Alex did not dare to delay the slightest as he started activating the Force in his body.

After circulating the Force throughout his energy cores, the powerful spiritual power transformed by the
spiritual rice was slowly absorbed by his body. However, an anomaly suddenly happened at this moment.

With a bang, the thuggish bead in his upper energy core had actually awakened. Then, it started absorbing the
spiritual power in his body.

“’What the hell! ” Alex was infuriating. ‘How could it be such a troll?’

It came out to snatch the spirit of the Ancient ‘I’hunderwood Clap by absorbing it last time.

Fine, the spirit power last time was huge for him. Alex did not mind if it had snatched it. If it had not snatched
it, he would have been in trouble. However, his body could bear the power of this spiritual rice!

It even snatched away something like that from him. The bead was too shameless!

“Damn it! B*stard!”

“How dare you snatch it from me?!”

Alex frantically ran the Force in his body to snatch the power of the spiritual rice back.

However, he realized that he was no match for the shameless bead at all. Whenever he absorbed the spiritual
power a little bit, the shameless bead would absorb ten times more. He could only absorb the leftover spiritual
power.

‘B*stard! How could I lose to such a troll?!’

Alex wanted to cry but shed no tears.

